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New television channel ALTEMA is not launching in UPC cable network this year, the
company changes its plan
The new television channel ALTEMA, founded by the Czech company ALTEMA TV Productions,
will not start broadcasting on UPC cable this year. In 2009 the cable television operator UPC Czech
Republic confirmed that it would carry the channel (a requirement for the licensing procedure), but
later it changed its attitude. Accordingly, the leadership of ALTEMA has changed its business plan.
ALTEMA will utilize other distribution means- including Internet- for the new channel. The
program will be modified slightly and the launch of the overall project is postponed. In the
meantime, ALTEMA TV Productions remains focused on agency television, film, and video
production. ALTEMA has recently created a series of educational videos for the Czech National
Bank's day of open doors in June 2010 in Prague. "It is necessary to be flexible in the new media
business. Our team has gained this experience from many years in internet media development.
Now we are concerned mostly with new opportunities," CEO of ALTEMA Stanislav Holec said
about the change of the business plan.
ALTEMA’s license for cable broadcasting was granted for 12 years. The channel is focusing on
alternative films, non-mainstream sports, and educational programming. "The thematic focus and
ideas of the program remain unchanged in the new plan,” Holec said. "We would like to continue
with the idea of content that offers more value than just pure amusement," he added.
ALTEMA TV Productions s. r. o. is headquartered in Prague, Czech Republic where it was founded
in February 2009 by Ing. Stanislav Holec, Bc. Pavel Pseidl, Karel Richtr and Mgr. Ing. Josef
Otcenasek. The team behind the project has many years of experience in the development of
multimedia, video, and television production. The founder's team has experience from building the
internet news portal iDNES.cz with its web TV, building and stabilizing the young music TV
Ocko, practices in Czech TV Nova, and work for other TV companies e.g. Czech Television and
Slovak Television.
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